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WELL TUBING INLINER

pOLYMER INLINERS FOR DOWNHOLE EQUIPMENT
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Worldwide competence in plastics
AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH is a family-owned, highly productive enterprise headquartered in Austria with worldwide activities.
These include the production and sale of high-quality thermoplastic products.
One of our core competences are piping systems for industrial
applications. The supply range includes pipes, fittings and valves
for the transport of aggressive media. In order to cover a wide
range of operating conditions in industrial applications different
materials such as PE, PP, PVDF and ECTFE, are offered.
To meet the high demands of the oil producing industry a new
product was developed. Well tubing inliners significantly reduce
the corrosion and abrasion in tubings. Thus the lifetime of tubings
can be increased and as a result maintenance costs are decreased
by this patented technology.

WELL TUBING INLINER

zz Excellent abrasion resistance
zz Best corrosion resistance 			
(crude oil and oil/water mixture)

Current Situation
The majority of oil wells are operated by subsurface sucker rod
pumps or progressive cavity pumps. Both stand for high demands on
the mechanical properties of the steel tubing due to the movement
of the rod string. The main root cause of tubing failures is a synergistic effect of both, the rods wearing on the tubing wall (abrasion)
coupled with the electrochemical attack (corrosion) of the environment. This results in high maintenance costs and production losses.
In some cases these high costs may even lead to an abandonment
of the well.

Solution
In order to reduce the frequency of work overs and maintenance
costs, polymeric inliners for well tubings can be used. Recently
a patent has been applied by OMV and Borealis for using
crosslinked polyethylene (PE X) for this kind of application
(patent WO 2009/080556). AGRU is a licensee for this technology.
Due to several advantages tubing inliners made of PE‑X offer
significant benefits compared to existing solutions.

increased lifetime
Benefits
The preferred material which was used in the past for lining
of oil well tubings was polyethylene (PE). Due to improved
material properties PE‑X offers an increased durability at elevated
temperatures even with abrasive media (e.g. crude oil containing
sand) and also against the abrasive action of pumping rods. OMV
showed that lining of steel tubings with PE‑X significantly reduces
downhole failures:
zzLifetime increase of sucker rod pump and PCP wells
zzAbrasion and corrosion resistance
zzExtended workover intervals, thus reduced work-over costs
zzReduced energy consumption of pumps (15 - 20 %)
zzReduced production costs
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Sheets, round bars, welding rods					

Semi-finished products
For tank and apparatus construction...
PRODUCTS
NISHEDRODS
I-FIBARS,
SEMROUND
WELDING

zzLight weight
zzExcellent chemical resistance
zzLong lifetime
zzLarge supply range

SHEETS,
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INDUSTRIAL
Piping systems for industrial applications

INDUSTRIAL

IAL APPLICATIONS

PIPING SYSTMES FOR INDUSTR

zzHigh operation reliability
zzGood long-term pressure resistance
zzNo corrosion / resistant to chemicals
zzSustainable solutions

zz INDUSTRIAL

PIPING SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
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Your distributor:

AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH
Ing.-Pesendorfer-Straße 31
A - 4540 Bad Hall
T +43 (0) 7258 790 - 0
F +43 (0) 7258 3863
office@agru.at
www.agru.at

